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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to present a Galois-type correspondence
theory for X-outer actions of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras over a field
k on prime algebras R. Noncommutative Galois theory was initiated by
Noether in her work on inner automorphisms of simple algebras and was
w xfurther studied by Jacobson J1 , who established a Galois correspondence
wtheory for a finite group of automorphisms acting on a division ring. In J2,
xChap 6 Jacobson used the product of the ring and the group of automor-
phisms to develop a Galois theory for a ring of linear transformations of a
vector space. A major advance is due to Kharchenko, who developed a
Galois correspondence theory for actions of automorphisms and deriva-
Ž .tions on prime semiprime rings. His definitions of inner and outer
actions, which were named X-outer and X-inner actions, involve the
Martindale ring of quotients of a prime ring R. Montgomery and Passman
presented the X-outer case separately and used trace forms of minimal
length to show in an elegant way Kharchenko's Galois correspondence
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theorem for the X-outer action of automorphisms. They proved:
w xTHEOREM MP, Kha . Let G be a finite group of X-outer automorphisms
of a prime ring R. Then the map G9 “ RG9 gi¤es a one to one correspondence
Ž .between the subgroups G9 of G and the rationally complete ideal cancellable
subrings U with RG : U : R.
The same theorem holds for restricted Lie algebras.
w xTHEOREM Kha . Let R be a ring of characteristic p ) 0 and let L be a
Ž .finite dimensional restricted Lie ›-algebra of outer deri¤ations from D R .
Then the mapping L9 “ R L9 sets a one to one correspondence between all
restricted Lie ›-subalgebras in L and all rationally complete subalgebras of R
containing R L.
In order to generalize the above theorems to actions of finite-dimen-
sional pointed Hopf algebras, an appropriate definition of X-outer actions
w xwas needed. Milinski Mi1 suggested the idea of working with the central-
izer of R in QaH, where Q is the symmetric Martindale algebra of
quotients of R. If this centralizer is trivial, that is, if it is equal to the
center K of Q, then QaH has nice properties which generalize known
results for X-outer group and Lie algebra actions. In this case we say that
the action of H on R is X-outer. Using this idea, a natural question to ask
w xis Ya : When does a Galois-type correspondence exist for X-outer actions
of a Hopf algebra H? For the special case of H s Sweedler's 4-dimen-4
sional Hopf algebra, such a correspondence was constructed by Yanai.
Based on his ideas, we consider any finite-dimensional pointed Hopf
algebra and prove the same type of correspondence:
THEOREM 2.9. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let H be a
finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra o¤er k acting on a prime algebra R
such that the action is X-outer. Let Q be the symmetric Martindale algebra of
quotients of R and K the center of Q. For a subalgebra U, R H ; U ; R, let
Ž .F U denote the centralizer of U in KaH, and for a right coideal subalgebra
L, K ; L ; KaH, let RL denote the algebra of in¤ariants under the action of
F ŽU . Ž L . Ž .L. Then U s R and L s F R . Thus U “ F U determines a one to
one correspondence between the set of rationally complete intermediate subal-
gebra U of R and the set of right subcomodule algebras of KaH containing K.
In the process we are interested in X-inner actions on subalgebras U
of R. We use a definition of X-inner actions slightly different from the
ordinary one. It is defined on right comodules rather than on subcoalge-
bras. We prove in Proposition 1.8 a useful condition for j g KaH to act
innerly on subalgebras U of R. This condition enables us to prove in
Theorem 2.1 a truncation theorem for the trace form t ? x, where t is a left
integral for H.
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1. X-INNER AND X-OUTER ACTIONS OF KaH
Throughout this paper k is the base field. R is a prime algebra over k,
Q is its symmetric Martindale algebra of quotients, and K is the center
Žof Q. It is known that K is a field which equals the center of the left and
. w xthe right Martindale ring of quotients of R P .
Let H be a Hopf algebra over k acting on R. Recall that the action of
H is continuous if, for any h g H and a nonzero ideal I of R, there exists
a nonzero ideal J with h ? J ; I. When the action is continuous one can
extend the action of H on R to Q and then construct QaH. As usual,
Ž . Ž .QaH acts on Q via qah ? r s q h ? r , and in particular K acts on QaH
by left multiplication.
Recall that if H is pointed then the action of H is always continuous
w xMo, Theorem 6.4.6 . Let H act continuously on R. We say that the action
Ž .is X-inner if there exists a convolution invertible map u in Hom H, QÃ
such that
h ? r s u h ruy1 h , ; r g R ,Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝ 1 2
or equivalently if
u h h ? r s ru h , ; r g R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝ 1 2
For automorphisms the above definition implies that the action of an
automorphism s is X-inner on R if there exists a unit q g Q such that
q s ? r s rq , ; r g R .Ž .
The action of s is X-outer if it is not X-inner and the action of the group
of automorphisms G is X-outer if the action of all non-identity elements of
G is X-outer.
Likewise, the action of the 1 : t skew derivation x is X-inner on R iff
there exists q g Q such that
x ? r s rq y q t ? r , ; r g R . 1Ž . Ž .
But a skew-primitive element that acts innerly on R does not necessarily
belong to a subcoalgebra with X-inner action on R. Hence we propose a
definition of an X-inner action which is defined on coideals, such that on
one hand the definition of an X-inner action of a coalgebra is still valid
and on the other hand it extends the definition of an X-inner action of
skew derivations.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let H act continuously on R, let I ; H be a right
coideal, and let U be a subalgebra of R which is H-stable. We say that
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the action of I is X-inner on U if there exists a liner homomorphism
Ž .Ž . Ž .a : I “ Q such that Ýa h h ? u s ua h for all h g I, u g U andŽ1. Ž2.
Ž . Ž .a s is unit in Q for s g I l G H .
Let h g H. We say that the action of h is X-inner on U if there exists a
right coideal I so that h g I and the action of I on U is X-inner.
Now, if the action of the 1 : t skew-primitive x is X-inner in the sense of
Ž . Ž .1 , then I s kx is a right coideal of H, and if we define a x s q, then
Ž .Ž . Ž .x ? u q a x t ? u s ua x . Thus the above definition of X-inner actions
Ž .extends 1 . Note that a s : t skew derivation is X-inner only if s is
X-inner.
Another unsettled problem with the definition of X-inner actions is that
there does not exist so far a compatible definition for X-outer actions.
w xMilinski Mi1 suggested a definition of an X-outer action of a Hopf
Ž .algebra H see Theorem 1.4 , which was useful in proving results on
generalized identities of prime algebras with outer actions of pointed Hopf
algebras. This definition involves the action of QaH rather than that of
only H. Milinski did not propose though an appropriate definition of
X-inner actions. We do this in Definition 1.2, and show in Proposition 1.7
that it is indeed compatible with Milinski's X-outer definition.
Considering QaH as a right H-comodule algebra via r s id m D, we
extend the definition of an X-inner action to QaH as follows:
DEFINITION 1.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra acting continuously on R.
Let U be an H-stable subalgebra of R and L a left K-submodule and a
right H-subcomodule of QaH. We say that the action of L on U is
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .X-inner if there exists a g Hom L, Q such that Ýa j j ? u s ua jK 0 1
Ž . Ž .for all u g U and a s is a unit in Q for all s g L l G H .
Let j g QaH. We say that the action of j is X-inner on U if there
exists a K-submodule, H-subcomodule, L ; QaH, such that j g L and
the action of L on U is X-inner. We say in short that j is X-inner on U
Ž .with respect to a , L .
Define
QaH U s j g QaH ‹ the action of j is X-inner on UŽ . Ž .inn
with respect to some a , L .4Ž .
Ž . Ž .Set « s id m « : QaH “ Q. Note that « m id r s id. For any L ; QaH,Ã Ã
let RL denote the set of invariants under the action of L, that is,
RL s q g R N j ? q s q« j , ;j g L . 4Ž .Ã
Ž .For U ; R, let F U denote the centralizer of U in QaH.
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LEMMA 1.3. Let U be an H-stable subalgebra of R and let L be a left
K-submodule, right H-subcomodule of QaH. Then
Ž . L  4 Ž L .1 R s u g R N j u s uj , ;j g L ; hence L ; F R .
Ž . Ž . F ŽU .2 F U is a subcomodule containing K, and U ; R .
Ž . Ž .3 The action of j is X-inner on U with respect to some a , L if and
Ž . Ž .only if Ýa j j g F U .0 1
Ž .4 For U equals R, we ha¤e
F R s Ýa j j N j g QaH RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .inn0 1
Ž .4with respect to some a , L .
L Ž .Proof. 1. If u g R , then, for all j g L, j u s Ý j ? u j s uj . The0 1
reverse inclusion follows since, if uj s j u for all j g L, then j ? u s
Ž . LÝj uSj s Ýuj Sj s u« j . Thus u g R .Ã0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .2. Given any j g F U , then, for all u g U, Ý« j uj s uj s j u sÃ 0 1
Ž .Ý j ? u j . Let L be the left K-submodule, right H-subcomodule gener-0 1
Ž  4.ated by j that is, sp j ; then by the freeness of QaH over H we haveK 0
L Ž .just shown that U ; R . By 1, U commutes with L, and hence L ; F U ,
Ž .which implies that F U is a subcomodule of QaH. The fact that U ;
RF ŽU . follows now from 1.
Ž . Ž .3. If j is inner on U with respect to a , L , then a j s
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . .Ýa j « j s « Ýa j j ; hence Ýa j j ? u s u« Ýa j j .Ã Ã0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
 Ž . < 4Take L9 s Ýa j j j g L . Then L9 is a left K-submodule, right H-0 1
subcomodule of QaH and we have just shown that U ; RL9. The assertion
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .follows now from 1. If Ýa j j g F U , then by 2, Ýa j j ? u s0 1 0 1
Ž Ž . . Ž .u« a j j s ua j , and hence j is inner on U.Ã 0 1
w x4. We prove first the ; inclusion. By Mi2, Theorem 3.3 , there exists
Ž . Ž . Ž .a convolution invertible ¤ g Hom H, Q such that ¤ h s Ýq ¤ h ahÃ j j j1 2
Ž .g KaH for all h s Ýq ah g F R , and ¤ is a K-linear and H-colinearÃj j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..injective map. Given h s Ýq ah g F R , take j s ¤ h , L s ¤ F R ,Ã Ãj j
Ž y1 .and a s m id m ¤ , where m is the multiplication in QaH. Then
a j j s q ¤ h ¤y1 h h s q h s h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý0 1 j j j j j j1 2 3
By 3 j is X-inner on R. The reverse inclusion follows from 3.
Ž .For a pointed H, we refer to Milinski. Let t g G H ; set
Der R , Q s d g Hom R , Q ‹ ; r , s g R , d rsŽ . Ž . Ž .1, t k
s d r t ? s q rd s 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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and
X-inn-Der R , Q s d g Der R , Q N ’q g Q, ; r g R ,Ž . Ž .1, t 1, t
d r s rq y q t ? r .4Ž . Ž .
Let P denote the set of 1 : t skew-primitive elements. It was proved:1, t
w xTHEOREM 1.4 Mi1, Theorem 3.5 . Let H be a finite-dimensional pointed
Hopf algebra. Then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž .1. F R s K.
Ž .2. The action of G H is X-outer and the map
n : K m P H rk 1 y t “ Der R , Q r X-inn-Der R , QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t 1, t 1, t 1, t
Ž .is injecti¤e for all t g G H .
The action of H is X-outer if it satisfies the above equivalent conditions.
We recall further that a theorem on differential identities with automor-
w xphisms was proved in Kha, Theorem 2.2 and was generalized for X-outer
w xactions of any Hopf algebras in Mi1, Theorem 4.1 . Corollaries of this
w x w Ž .xtheorem appear in Ya, Lemma 3.5 , Mi1, Theorem 4.3 a . We summa-
rize:
THEOREM 1.5. Let H be a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra acting
on a prime R such that the action of H is X-outer. Then:
Ž .1. For a nonzero ideal I ; R, the mapping Q m QaH ‹K
Ž . Ž Ž . .Hom I, Q defined by Ýq m j ‹ r “ Ý j ? r q is injecti¤e.k i K i i i
 42. Let h , i s 1, . . . , n, be a linearly independent subset of H. For anyi
 4 n Ž .set of elements q in Q and any nonzero ideal I of R, Ý h ? rq s 0 fori is1 i i
all r g I implies that q s ??? s q s 0.1 n
Ž H .3. If the action of H is X-outer then F R s K.
As a result we have:
LEMMA 1.6. If the action of H is X-outer then K is H-stable.
Proof. Given a g K, then, for all h g H, x g R H, we have
h ? a x s h ? a x s h ? xa s x h ? a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
HŽ .Hence h ? a g F R s K.
From now on we assume that H is finite-dimensional pointed and that the
action of H is X-outer.
We wish now to relate the concepts of X-outer actions and inner
actions.
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let H be finite-dimensional pointed. Then the action of
Ž . Ž .H is X-outer if and only if QaH R s K.inn
Ž . Ž .Proof. Assume the action of H is X-outer and let j g QaH R .inn
H Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since, for all u g R , ua j s Ýa j j ? u s Ýa j « j u s a j u,1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .it follows by Theorem 1.5 3 that a j g K. But then Ýa j m j y0 1
Ž . . Ž .a j m 1 ‹ 0 in the mapping appearing in Theorem 1.5 1 , which implies
Ž . Ž .that Ýa j m j s a j m 1, and hence j g K.0 1
Ž .If the action of H is not X-outer, then, by Theorem 1.4 2 , either the
Ž .action of G H is not X-outer or there exist q g Q and j s Ýq ax ,i i
Ž . Ž .q g K, x g P such that, for all r g R, Ýq x ? r s rq y q t ? r . Sincei i 1, t i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .r j s Ý q a1 m x q q ax m t s Ýq m x q j m t , we can take Li i i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .s Kj and define a j s q. Then it follows that j g KaH R .inn
Recall.
1. A subalgebra U ; R is an intermediate subalgebra if R H ; U
H w xwhere R is the subring of invariants of R. By Ya, Lemma 5.6 , any
intermediate subalgebra U contains an H-stable subalgebra U ; U such1
Ž . Ž .that F U s F U .1
Ž .2. A subalgebra U ; R is rationally complete or ideal cancellable if,
for all nonzero ideals I of U, Ir ; U for r g R implies r g U. It was
w x Lproved in Ya that, for any L ; KaH, R is a rationally complete
intermediate subalgebra of R.
3. A subalgebra U ; R satisfies the bimodule property if every
Ž . Ž .nonzero R, U or U, R subbimodule of R contains a nonzero ideal of R.
w x w xIt was proved in MP for the group case and in Ya for the action of any
Hopf algebra that every intermediate subalgebra satisfies the bimodule
property.
Let U be an intermediate subalgebra of R. For b s Ýr m s g R m U,i i
x g R, h g H, set
x ? b h s r x h ? s .Ž .Ý i i
i
A version of the first part of the following proposition is mentioned in
w x w xKha, KP and formulated again in Ya , while the second part can be
proved similarly. Note that if the action of j on U is X-inner then, by the
Ž .same argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.7, a j g K. In particular,
Ž .if s g G H is X-inner on U then s acts as the identity on U.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.8. Let U be an intermediate subalgebra and let s g G H .
w x1. Ya, Proposition 4.5 If s does not act as the identity on U then,
for all q, q9 g Q, there exists b g U m R such that q ? b / 0 while q9 ? b s
s 0.
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2. If , for all a g K, q9 / a q then there exists b g U m R such that
q ? b / 0 while q9 ? b s s 0.
We extent the above to give conditions for elements in KaH to act
innerly on U.
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let U be an intermediate subalgebra. Assume j g KaH
satisfies the following:
1. r j s j m y q j m s , s g G H .Ž . Ž .Ý s s
Ž .y fG Hs
2. The action of the left K-submodule, right H-subcomodule, L, gener-
 4ated by j is X-inner on U with respect to a .s
3. There exist a, b g R such that, for all b g R m U,
a ? b s 0 « bb s q a j a ? b ys s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý s
s
where s , j , and a as abo¤e. Then we can extend a so that the action of j iss
X-inner on U.
Proof. If j g L, we are done by Condition 2. Otherwise, let I be a
Ž .nonzero ideal of R such that Ia j ; R for all s. By the bimodules
Ž .property, the R, U -subbimodule IaU contains an ideal J of R. Define
q: J “ R as follows:
r au q s r aa j y ? u q r b s ? u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j j s s j j
j j
We show first that q g K. Indeed, for all u g U,
r au u q s r aa j y ? u y ? u q r b s ? u s ? u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j j s s j s j j1 2
j j j
Hence for all u g R H we have
r au uq s r aa j y ? u u q r b s ? u u s r au qu.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýj j j s s j j j j j
j j j j
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Hence qu s uq, which implies that q g K. Let L9 s L [ Kj . Then L9 is
Ž .a K-module, H-subcomodule of KaH, and we can define a j s q. Then
r au ua jŽ .Ý j j
s r aa j y ? u y ? u q r b s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj s s j s j jŽ1. Ž2.
s r aa j y ? u y ? u q r aa j s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj s s j s j jŽ1. Ž2.
y r aa j s ? u s ? u q r b s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
s r aa j j ? u y ? u q r aa j j . s ? uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj s s j s j Ž0. Ž1. jŽ0. Ž1.
y r aa j s ? u s ? u q r b s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
by coassociativity and r jŽ .Ž .
s r au a j y ? u q r aa j j ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j s s j Ž0. Ž1. j
y r aa j s ? u s ? u q r b s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
since j is X-inner .Ž .s
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Since a j j ? u s a j y ? u q a j s ? u , we haveŽ0. Ž1. j s s j j
r au ua jŽ .Ý j j
s r au a j y ? u q r aa j y ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j s s j s s j
q r aa j s ? u s ? u y r aa j s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
q r b s ? u s ? uŽ . Ž .Ý j j
s r au a j y ? u q a j s ? uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j s s
by the definition of q s a j .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Thus ua j s a j y ? u q a j s ? u . This concludes the proof ofs s
the proposition.
2. A CORRESPONDENCE THEORY FOR POINTED
HOPF ALGEBRA
In this section we present the theory of correspondence between inter-
mediate subalgebras, U, or R and subcomodule algebras of KaH that act
trivially on U.
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Ž .Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra, let C be the coradical filtrationi iG 0
H, C s 0, and let X , i G 0, be the subspace of C such that C s Cy1 i i iy1
w x[ X for all i G 0. By the Taft]Wilson theorem TW , one can choose ai
 4basis h of H consisting of basis elements of X , i s 1, . . . , n, such thatk i
D h s h m s q t m h q x m y , 2Ž . Ž .Ýk k h h k l lk k
l
Ž .where s , t g G H and x m y g C m C . Such a basis can beh h l l iy1 iy1k k
partially ordered by h - h if h g X , h g X , i - i9. We also say thatk k 9 k i k 9 i9
h g X .k s , t , ik k
Ž .We prove now a truncation theorem for the trace form T x s t ? x,
x g R, where t is a left integral of H. Although the theorem and the proof
are very technical, this theorem is an important part of this paper, and the
correspondence theorem follows from it.
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra acting on the
prime algebra R and let U be an intermediate H-stable subalgebra of R. Let t
 4be a left integral for H. Then there exist r g R, s g U, h a linearlyj j l
independent set of elements of H, 0 / a g K, and 0 / q g R such thatl
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý t ? xr s s Ý h a ? xq for all x g R. Moreo¤er Ý h a g F U .j j j l l l l l l
Proof. Let t s Ý a s q Ý a h , a , a g k. Since s t ss g GŽH . s h f GŽH . i i s ii
Ž . Ž .t for all s g G H , it follows that a s a for s , s 9 g G H . Hence ifs s 9
Ž .a / 0 we can choose a s 1 for all s g G H . Furthermore, if h fs s i
Ž .G H and a / 0, we can replace the basis element h with a h . Hencei i i i
without loss of generality we may assume that t s Ý h , where S9 is ah g S9 kk
subset of the partially ordered basis of H. Let
D h s h m s q h m X , s g G H . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk k h l l , k hk k
l-k
Using the coassociativity and comparing coefficients, one can check that
D X s X m s q X m X q s m X . 4Ž . Ž .Ýl , k l , k h l , s s , k h l , kk l
l-s-k
Ž .By 3 ,
D t s D h s h m s q X . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýk l h l , kž /l
k l k)l
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For any Ýr m s g R m U,j j
t ? xr sŽ .Ž .Ý j j
j
s t ? xr St ? sŽ .Ý Ž1. j Ž2. j
j
s h ? x r sy1 q SX ? s by 5Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýl j h l , k jž /lž /
l j k)l
s h ? xq .Ž .Ý l l
l
Ž .Observe first that since, for all s g G H , s t s t we have by the above
t ? xr s ? s s s ? t ? xr s s s h ? xq . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j j j l l
j j l
Observe further that, for all r g R, s g U,
t ? xrr s sŽ .Ž .Ý j j
j
s h ? xrq sŽ .Ý l l
l
s h ? xrq sy1 ? s q h ? xrq SX ? s by 3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ÝŽ .l l h m l m , lž /l
l m-l
s h ? x rq sy1 ? s q rq SX ? s .Ý Ým m h l m , lž /mž /
m l)m
Thus for b s ÝrX m sX we havek k
t ? xrX r s sXŽ .Ž .Ý k j j k
j, k
s h ? x rX q sy1 ? sX q rX q SX ? sXÝ Ým k m h k k l m , l kž /mž /
m , k l)m
s h ? x q ? b shms
y1
q q ? b S X m , lÝ Ým m lž /ž /
m l)m
s h ? xqX ,Ž .Ý m m
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where
qX s q ? b shmsy1 q q ? b S X m , l . 7Ž .Ým m l
l)m
Let the support of b be the set of all h with q / 0 and setj i
 4T s l N h is maximal in the support of b . 8Ž .l
Let n be maximal with respect to T l X / 0. Choose any l g T. We mayn
y1 Ž . Ž .replace t by s t, and thus we may assume by 6 that s s 1. By 7 , forh hl l
all h g T , qX s q ? b s j. If sy1 is not X-inner we can find by Propositionj j j h j
Ž . shs
y1
j1.8 1 an element b such that q s q ? b / 0 while q ? b s 0. Contin-l j
uing this process, we have, for all h g X , if s is not X-inner thenj n h j
q s 0. Now, if s is X-inner but, for all a g K, q / a q then byj h jj
Ž .Proposition 1.8 2 there exists a b such that q ? b / 0 and q ? b s 0. Thusj
for an appropriate b we have, for all h g X , q s a q and a / 0 « sj n j j j h j
is X-inner on U.
We prove the theorem by induction on n. If n s 1 then by the above all
h g T are grouplike elements s acting as an identity on U. Hence, for allj j
k g T ,
sy1 ? s a ? xq s sy1 ? t ? xr s s t ? xr sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýk j j k i i i i
j i i , j
s s a ? xq .Ž .Ý j j
So a s a for all k g T and the theorem is proved for n s 1.k 1
Assume n ) 1. We wish to show that, for all h g Ýn [ X ,s is0 nyi
1. q s a q, a g K ands s s
2. if s f T and a / 0 then j s Ý a SX is X-inner withs s jg T j s, j
Ž . y1a j s a and s is inner.s s h s
For i s 0 each h g X , and hence s g T and 2 is trivial. Hence we ares n
done by the above. Assume the assertion holds for all k - i. Given
Ž .h g X , we have by the induction hypothesis and by 7 that, for anym nyi
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b g R m U,
qX s q ? b shmy1 q a q ? b S X m , l .Ým m l
l)m
Ž .Now, by 4 we have, for all l ) m,
D SX s sy1 m SX q SX q SX m sy1 . 9Ž . Ž .Ým , l h m , l s , l m , l hl m
mFsFl
Ž .Set j s Ý a SX . Then by 9m jg T j m , j
r j s sy1 m j q j m SX q j m sy1 . 10Ž . Ž .Ý Ým h m l m , l m hj m
jgT l)m , lfT
By the induction hypothesis each j is a -inner on U, and we can usel l
Proposition 1.9. Thus, if, for some h g X , Ý a S is not X-innerm nyi jg T j m , j
then there exists a b such that q9 s q ? b s 0, while qX / 0. In this casem
h g X is maximal in the support of b and we are done by them nyi
induction.
Otherwise, for all h g X , Ý a SX is X-inner and, for allm nyi jg T j m , j
b s Ýr m u g R m U,i i
qX s q ? b shmy1 q a q ? b S X m , lÝm m l
l)m
s r q sy1 ? u q r a SX ? uÝ Ýi m h i i l m , l im
i i , l)m
s r q sy1 ? u q r a j y ? uŽ .Ý Ýi m h i i l l im
i i , l)m
s r q sy1 ? u q q a j u y sy1 ? uŽ .Ý Ý Ž .i m h i m i h im m
i i
s q a j uŽ .Ž .Ý m i
i
s a q ? b .m
y1 Ž .If s is not X-inner we can eliminate q using Proposition 1.8 1 , andhm
then X is maximal with respect to nontrivial intersection with T. Thusny i
the assertion is proved for n y i.
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It remains to show the last part of the theorem. We show first that, for
all u g U,
a Sh ? uÝ i l
l
s a Sh uS2 hÝ l l lŽ2. Ž1.
l
s a sy1 q a SX uS2 hÝ Ýk h l k , l kž /k
k l)k
s a j sy1 q a SX q a j SX uS2 hŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýk h j k , j l k , l kkž /
k jgT l)k , lfT
s a j j uS2 h by 10Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý k k kŽ0. Ž1.
k
s ua j j S2 h since j is X-innerŽ .Ž .Ý k k k kŽ0. Ž1.
k
s ua Sh S2 hÝ l l lŽ2. Ž1.
l
s « a h u.Ž .ÃÝ l l
l
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 1.3 2 , Ýa Sh g F U , which is a right comodule. Hence, forl l
 4 Ž .all h , Ý a Sh g F U . Now,l l l l2 2
u h a s u h ? a hŽ .Ý Ýl l l l l1 2
s h ? a uh by Lemma 1.6Ž .Ž .Ý l l l1 2
s h a Sh uhÝ l l l l1 2 3
s h ua Sh h by the aboveŽ .Ý l l l l1 2 3
s h a u.Ž .Ý l l
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Using Theorem 1.5, we have:
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. Let Ý t ? xr s s Ý h a ? xq for all x g R with thej j j l l l
notation of Theorem 2.1 and let 0 / I ; R be an ideal such that Ý h a ?l l l
 Ž . < 4 F ŽU .I ; R. Then A s Ý h a ? rq r g I is a nonzero left ideal of R .l l l
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Ž .Proof. A / 0 by Theorem 1.5 2 . Now,
j h a ? rq s j ? t ? rr s s « j t ? rr sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ Ý Ýl l j j j jž /
l j j
s « j h a ? rqŽ . Ž .Ã Ý l l
l
Ž . Ž . F ŽU .for all j g F U and Sh a ? rq g A. Hence A ; R by Lem-l l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ma 1.3 2 . By Theorem 2.1, Ýa h g F U . Hence uÝ h a ? rq sl l l l l
Ž .Ý h a ? urq g A.l l l
We can use the same arguments for H cop acting on Rop and then find a
right ideal, B, of RF ŽU . contained in U. Then AU B is a nonzero ideal of
RF ŽU . contained in U. If U is rationally complete then U s RF ŽU .. Thus we
have:
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be a finite dimensional pointed Hopf algebra acting
on a prime algebra R such that the action is X-outer. If U is a rationally
F ŽU . Ž .complete intermediate subalgebra of R, then U s R . Thus U “ F U
determines a one-to-one map between the set of rationally complete subalge-
bras U of R and the set of right subcomodule algebras of KaH containing K.
In order to prove that the map F is also onto, we assume that the
characteristic of k is zero. We start with a series of lemmas:
LEMMA 2.4. Assume Char k s 0 and let h g X , i ) 0, where Xs , t , i s , t , i
Žis defined ¤ia the coradical filtration of H. Then h acts tri¤ially on K that is,
. y1h ? K s 0 , and s t acts identically on K.
Proof. By induction on i. If h g K , then, since H is finite dimen-s , t , 1
sional over k of characteristic zero, we have that s / t and the result
w xfollows from KP, Lemmas 16 and 17 . Assume the theorem is true for
Ž .l - i and let h g X with D h s h m s q t m h q Ý x m y wheres , t , i k k k
iy1 w xx , y g Ý X . Following KP , we have, for all r g R, a g K,k k ls1 l
h ? a r s h ? a s ? r q r ? a h ? r q x ? a y ? r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k
k
h ? ra s h ? r s ? a q t ? r h ? a q x ? r y ? a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k
k
By the induction assumption, x ? a s y ? a s 0. Hencek k
s ? a y t ? a h ? r s h ? a s y t ? r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
If sy1t does not act identically on K, take a g K such that s ? a / t ? a .
Ž . Ž .y1Ž .Ž .By Theorem 1.5 1 , h s s ? a y t ? a h ? a s y t which is a contra-
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diction. Hence sy1t acts identically on K which implies in turn that
Ž .ŽŽ . .h ? a s y t ? r s 0 for all a g K, r g R. Now if s / t then h acts
trivially on K. It remains to prove our assertion when s s t . In this case
we can multiply h by sy1 and thus we may assume that
D h s h m 1 q 1 m h q x m y .Ž . Ý k k
k
 2 n4Since H is finite-dimensional, the set h, h , . . . , h is linearly dependent
for some n ) 1. Assume hn s Ýny1 a hi, a g k. Thenis1 i i
nn n n l nylD h s h m 1 q 1 m h q h m h q w m z , 11Ž . Ž .Ý Ý t tž /l
l
 i 4  i 4where each w , z is a multiplication of a subset of h , x , h , y , respec-t t k k
tively, and each w , z includes as a factor at least one x , y , respectively.t t k k
On the other hand,
ny1 ny1 ny1
ii i i t iytD a h s a h m 1 q 1 m a h q a h m hÝ Ý Ý Ýi i i i ž /ž / t
is1 is1 is1 t , i
q wX m zX , 12Ž .Ý t t
t
X X ny1 Ž .where w , z satisfies the same as w , z . Since h m h appears in 11 , itt t t t
must equal a combination of w m z or a combination of wX m zX . In anyt t t t
event it implies that h ? K s w ? K or h ? K s wX ? K which equals 0 by thet t
induction assumption.
LEMMA 2.5. E¤ery right subcomodule algebra L containing K has the
form L s L9G9 where L9 is a subcomodule algebra acting tri¤ially on K and
Ž .G9 ; G H .
Proof. Denote by H9 the vector space spanned over k by
s g G H ‹ s acts identically on K 4Ž .
j h g X N s acts identically on K ,Dk i h½ 5k
i)0
Ž . Ž .where D h is given in 2 . Then H9 is a sub-Hopf algebra of Hk
commuting with K. Indeed, s acts identically on K implies by Lemmahk
2.4 that t acts identically on K and hence belongs to H9. Usinghk
Ž .coassociativity, one can check that any h m h appearing in D h satisfiesi j k
h g D Xs , t and h g D Xs , t . But then s , t g H9 impliesi t h h , t j t h h , t h hi k k j k k
again by Lemma 2.4 that t , s g H9. Hence h , h g H9 which impliesh h i jj i
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that H9 is a sub-Hopf algebra. By Lemma 2.4, the action of H9 on K is
trivial, and hence H9 commutes with K. Now, let K ; L be a subcomod-
ule algebra of KaH. Set
L9 s L l KaH9 and G9 s L l G H .Ž . Ž .
It is straightforward to check that H9 is stable under the adjoint action of
Ž .G H , and hence L9 is stable under the action of G9. We claim that
L s L9G9. Let j g L. Then, using the coassociativity, one can check
Ž . Ž .that if j m h appears in r j then r j s j m t q Ýj m h , h gk k k k h i l lk l
D X . Since L is a right comodule, we have that j g L. Set j s ji) 0 i k k
and s s t ; then, using coassociativity, one can check that j is of thek
form j s as q Ý a h where s s s for all l. If a s 0 for all l thenl l l h ll
a / 0, and hence s g G9 and we are done. Otherwise, let h be maximalm
Ž .in the support of j ; then a t m h appears in r j and hence t g L.m m m m
Set t s t .m
Now, jty1 s asty1 q Ý a h ty1 where h ty1 g D X y1 . This im-l l l l i st , i
plies by Lemma 2.4 that, for all l, sty1 acts identically on K and, inhl
particular, sty1 s sty1 acts identically on K. Hence h ty1 g H9 for all l.h lmy1Thus j s jt t g L9G9 as claimed.
The following proof was suggested to the author by H. J. Schneider:
w xLEMMA 2.6 Sc2 . Let B be a subalgebra of H and assume H is free o¤er B
Ž .as a left and right B-module. Assume further that B ( Hom B, k as a leftk
Ž .B-module where the left B-module structure on Hom B, k is gi¤en byk
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .b9 f b s f bb9 , f g Hom B, k , and b, b9 g B. Then B has a left inte-k
gral which is unique up to a scalar.
Ž .Proof. Note that the restriction of « to B is in Hom B, k . For b g B,k
Ä Ž .denote by b g Hom B, k the image of b under the given isomorphismk
and let h g B such that h is the restriction of « . We claim that h is theÄ
desired integral. Given b9 g B, we have that, for all b g B,
b9h b s h bb9 s « bb9 s « b« b9 s h b« b9 s « b9 h b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä
Ž . Ž .Hence b9h s « b9 h, which implies that b9h s « b9 h for all b9 g B. TheÄ Ä
uniqueness follows similarly. If t is a left integral of B, then, for all b g B,
Ä Ä Ä Ät b s bt 1 s « b t 1 s t 1 h b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
Ž .ÄHence t s t 1 h.
Using the above we can prove:
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let k be a characteristic zero and let H be a finite
dimensional pointed Hopf algebra acting on prime R. Then e¤ery right
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subcomodule algebra L of KaH containing K has a generalized left integral,
Ž .that is, an element h g L satisfying jh s « j h for all j g L. More-ÃL L L
o¤er, if L ; L , L / L , then h / h .1 2 1 2 L L1 2
Proof. Let H9, L9, and G9 be as in Lemma 2.5. Observe that K m H9
can be viewed as a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra over the field
K with D s id m D and a counit « . Then L9 is a right coidealÃKmH 9 H
w xsubalgebra of K m H9, and, by Ma1, Proposition 1.4, Ma2, Theorem 2.1 ,
H9 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.6. Hence L9 has an integral t . LetL9
t be the integral of the group algebra kG9. Note that, for all s g G9,G9
j g L9,
j s ? t s s ? sy1 ? j t s s ? « sy1 ? j t s « j s ? t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃŽ . Ž .L9 L9 L9 L9
By uniqueness of the integral, s ? t s a t , a g K and hence s t sL9 s L9 s L9
a t s . Using this, we have, for any j s j 9s g L9G9,s L9
j 9s t t s j Xa t s t s a j 9t T s « j 9 a t tŽ . Ž .ÃL9 G9 s L9 G9 s L9 G9 s L9 G9
s « j 9 s t t s « j t t .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃL G9 L9 G9
Hence t t is the desired integral of L. The last part follows by using theL9 G9
X X X Xfreeness of L over L , kG over kG , H over kG, and KaH over H.2 1 2 1
As a result we have:
COROLLARY 2.8. Let H and R be as in Proposition 2.7. Then the map
Ž .U “ F U in Theorem 2.3 is also onto.
Proof. Let L be a right subcomodule algebra of KaH containing K.
L w xTake U s R ; then U is rationally complete by Ya, Lemma 5.5 and
Ž . Ž .L ; F U by Lemma 1.3 1 . Let h be the left integral of L and let I be aL
nonzero ideal of R satisfying h ? I ; R. Then 0 / h ? I ; U by TheoremL L
Ž . Ž .1.5 1 and the definition of an integral for L. By Lemma 1.3 2 , any
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j g F U satisfies j h ? I s « j h ? I . Now, Theorem 1.5 1 impliesÃL L
Ž . Ž .that jh s « j h ; therefore h is a left integral for F U . Since both LÃL l
Ž .and F U have the same integral, they must be equal.
Summarizing the above, we conclude:
THEOREM 2.9. Let k be of characteristic zero and let H be a finite
dimensional pointed Hopf algebra acting on a prime algebra R. Let Q be the
symmetric Martindale ring of quotients of R and K the center of Q. Then, for
any rationally complete intermediate subalgebra U ; R and e¤ery coideal
F ŽU . Ž L .subalgebra L ; KaH containing K, we ha¤e that U s R and L s F R .
Ž .Thus U “ F U determines a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
rationally complete intermediate subalgebras U of R and the set of right
subcomodule algebras of KaH containing K.
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